Trends change,
quality doesn’t.
Australian Oak is your answer to an Australian
grown and coated engineered floor.

Australian Oak colour: Pure

Australian Oak colour: 30% Black

Fully customisable engineered flooring
We’ve combined beautiful, sustainably managed
Victorian ash with an innovative LED coating and a
super stable substrate, manufactured to the quality
you’d expect from Australia’s leading hardwood
manufacturer. The result is a floor of stunning
architectural appearance that increases stability

and speeds up installation, offering a financial saving
in both timber and materials. The customisation of
the floor is done in a logical five-step process starting
with the size of the board, appearance grade, surface
texture, colour and gloss level. Making your experience
as simple and enjoyable as possible.

A premium LED coating that will floor you
Beautiful and durable is one thing. Unbeatable
maintenance is another. LED-cured hardwax oils are a
revolutionary, high traffic oil that cures instantly under
LED light. This is unheard of for most on-site coating

systems and the benefits are far greater than first
imagined. Floors can be re-coated without having
to vacate the house and commercial spaces can be
re-coated without a fear of closed business.

AUSTRALIAN OAK BENEFITS
BALANCED CONSTRUCTION

INCREDIBLY STABLE

EASY TO LAY

CROWN CUT

FOOD SAFE HARDWAX OIL

25

$

AFFORDABLY PRICED

CAN SAND AND RE-POLISH

MOISTURE REPELLENT

25 YEAR STRUCTURAL WARRANTY

CROSS LAMINATED

5 EASY STEPS TO ORDER
STEP 1: CHOOSE YOUR SIZE
190 x 15 with a 4mm wear layer. Other sizes POA.

STEP 2: CHOOSE YOUR GRADE

Feature Grade

Select Grade

Small samples and images are not a representation of grade variation. Visit vicash.com.au/application/engineered-flooring to read more.

STEP 3: CHOOSE YOUR TEXTURE
Smooth		

|

Lightly Brushed

STEP 4: CHOOSE YOUR COLOUR

Black

Clay

Natural

Invisible

English

Pure

Cotton White

Uncoated

Natural White

STEP 5: CHOOSE YOUR FINISH
Matte		

|

Satin

Australian Oak colour: Natural

“

Australian Oak Engineered
Flooring was specified because
it is manufactured by a local
and sustainable business. ASH
produces a cost effective floor
that looks good aesthetically and
uses a durable species”
		

www.vicash.com.au
Mail: PO Box 268, Heyfield, Vic Aus 3858
Phone: 03 5139 7001 Email: sales@vicash.com.au
Australian Oak colour: Pure

- JOST ARCHITECTS
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